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Your Source for Quality,
Innovative & Compliant Products                                                

Use for temporary placement in school zones, work zones, special events,
and emergency response. Slows/calms tra�ic.

› Easy to set-up, transport, and store
› Flexible, conforms to surface contours
› Stage in three rows for rumble strip e�ect
› All weather durability, withstands extreme temperatures

› As durable as stationary speed bumps
› Withstands heavy vehicles, 22,000 lbs/axle weight bearing capacity
› Made of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
› Use outdoors in all weather conditions 13°F - 140°F (-25°C - 60°C)
› Easy to deploy, perfect for school zones during drop-o� & pick-up
› Black and yellow with HI reflective arrows for increased visibility
› Storage bag included, fits inside a car trunk
  - folded length - 14.17”, 26.4 lbs.
  - bag size - 14.5” x 10” x 13”
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PAB-PSP-1

 Stage in three rows for rumble strip e�ect
 All weather durability, withstands extreme temperatures
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PAB-PSP-1

 Storage bag included, fits inside a car trunk

PORTABLE SPEED BUMPS

https://trafficsafetyzone.com/
https://trafficsafetyzone.com/


PORTABLE SPEED BUMPSYour Source for Quality,
Innovative & Compliant Products                                                
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› Designed to slow tra�ic speeds to 25 mph (40 km/hr)
› Withstands heavy vehicles, 22,000 lbs/axle weight bearing capacity
› Durable LLDPE plastic
› Steel rod connectors for maximum strength
› Use outdoors in all weather conditions (13°F - 131°F (-25°C - 55°C)
› Handle helps with quick deployment
› Bright yellow with HI reflective white tape on edges for increased visibility
› Black rubber wa�le style underlay maximizes adhesion to road surface
  - keeps speed bump securely in place
› Storage bag included, fits inside a car trunk
  - rolled up size - 21.25”, 28.6 lbs.
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PAB-PSP-1

PAB-PSP-2

Folding Portable Speed Bump

Roll-up Portable Speed Bump

118”L x 9.84”W x 1”H

118”L x 9.8”W x 1.7”H

26.4 lbs

28.6 lbs

 Steel rod connectors for maximum strength
 Use outdoors in all weather conditions (13°F - 131°F (-25°C - 55°C)
 Handle helps with quick deployment
 Bright yellow with HI reflective white tape on edges for increased visibility
 Black rubber wa�le style underlay maximizes adhesion to road surface

  - keeps speed bump securely in place
 Storage bag included, fits inside a car trunk

PAB-PSP-2
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